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A TAlE Of 

TwO wOrlds
at the spe meeting earlier this month two 
presentations were held on very different 
topics. one was on drilling fluids and the other 
on career development. Both were excellent 
presentations, informative and enjoyable to 
watch, but what struck most was that the 
topics covered two distinct segments of the 
spectrum of challenges facing the energy 
industry.

the first, a distinguished Lecturer presen-
tation, was an example of the tremendous 
amount of science and technological 
development that goes into drilling muds, 
something considered mundane by many 
people. it turned out the electron 
microscope pictures and science of 
drilling fluids’ interaction with various 
types of rock was an eye-opener to many 
and, besides their obvious business 
value, they could be fine examples to 
show for instance to high school 
students in order to raise interest in 
science and technology in general.

the career development story on the 
other hand illustrated the more 
personal challenges and opportu-
nities that affect our industry. there’s 
a need for continuous development 

of personal capabilities, as well as industry 
capabilities, to adapt to an ever changing energy 
landscape. the presenter showed there are many 
pathways of combining technical and leadership 
assignments into a successful career, and also 
demonstrated through anecdotal evidence that a 
degree of flexibility on both the employee’s and 
the employer’s side is required. 

the essence of being human is not just to adapt 
ourselves to the environment but also to adjust 
our environment to ourselves .. and both of these 
capabilities are essential to those working in the 
energy industry.

in this newsletter you’ll find announcements on 
upcoming presentations on new technology by 
Welltec and on source rock potential that would 
benefit from new technology by geUs. also, 
we’re delighted to announce the winner of this 
year’s student scholarship (on page 7), and the 
upcoming summer party in Langelinie pavillonen 
on friday the 14th of June (on page 11).

i’m looking forward to welcome you at the final 
three events of this season!

Hans Horikx, 
SPe Copenhagen 
Section Chairman
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Making the unconventional 
into conventional
as horizontal drilling began to make its appearance in the 1990s, a visionary  danish 
company was born based on an innovative, entrepreneurial idea that came to 
 revo lutionize the oil and gas industry: the Well tractor®. this new robotic precision 
technology facilitated a break-through in deploying and operating intervention tools 
into horizontal and highly deviated wells without the use of coiled tubing or similar 
heavy-duty equipment.

Being innovative was what the marketplace needed then and what still drives Welltec® 
today. an extensive development and engineering department continues to push the 
boundaries of what can be done to enhance recovery rates and enable operators to 
conduct interventions safer, faster and with higher accuracy. 

The perfect cut – a case story from Russia
the latest invention is the Well Cutter™, which made its debut in february 2012 with 
a successful pipe cutter operation offshore russia. on that job, sakhalin energy was 
experi¬encing problems retrieving their completion after cutting pipe. the issue was 
thought to be caused by debris on the annu¬lar side of the tubing generated from the 
explosive cut and subsequent polishing run. 

the Well Cutter™ was selected because it enables efficient drill pipe and casing re-
covery without the use of explosives. the tool is conveyed on e-line line for accurate 
depth control, and uses a self-centralizing rotating head to remove pipe incremen-
tally, preventing the creation of shavings. the resulting cut is a smooth, polished 
surface, which may preclude further polishing. 

more recently the tool was used to cut through a super13Cr mandrel of a  packer 
without cutting the control lines on the outside of this intelligent completion. “the 
Well Cutter™ produced a clean cut with no flaring and minimal debris, just as  
marketed. excellent performance and a perfect cut in the packer mandrel target 
area; spot on!” said sakhalin energy after the successful operation to retrieve the 
packer assembly. 

award-winning technology
the benefits of the Well Cutter™ have been recognized by the industry. With   
barely a year on the market, the it has won ingeniøren’s global award, been 



Making the unconventional 
into conventional

among the top five technologies at ons 2012 and received the 
spotlight on new technology award at otC; an award Welltec has 
won twice before with the Well Cleaner pst and Well Cleaner rCB.   

Milling and retrieving hard debris, RLWI style
some time ago, one of statoil’s most important subsea wells was 
suffering from debris that had settled on top of a bridge plug, 
completely burying the fishing neck. the final 13 ft (4 m) of debris 
had settled into such a hard crust that it could not be retrieved 
using conventional slickline and e-line methods, and Ct was not 
an option.

Welltec® developed an innovative rLWi solution based on the 
Well Cleaner® reverse Circulating Bit (rCB) run with customized 
bits to break through the hard packed debris, collect it, clean the 
fishing neck, and then pull the plug. after retrieving 100 kg of hard 
packed debris, the Well Cleaner® power suction tool (pst) was 
used to suck up any remaining debris around the fishing neck to 
allow for grappling. this tool is designed with extreme suction 
power, enabling it to collect larger pieces remaining downhole.  

in the same run, the plug was caught by the fishing neck and 
pulled using the Well stroker®.

the operation was a world’s first and truly demonstrated the  
possibilities achievable with riserless Light Well intervention  
using e-line and robotic solution methods. not only did statoil 
save up to 12 months of lost production compared to rig based  
intervention, the field production increased by 33%. 
 
Dare to be different 
– conventionally unconventional
the milling and cleaning solutions alone have performed an  
increasing number of jobs in the past year, setting new records, 
and going where people said it would be impossible, e.g. cleaning 
hydrates and asphaltenes. the success is truly testament to the 
innovation and ingenuity of the team at Welltec, and the courage 
of the clients and partners who were willing to bet on new techno-
logy. innovation is at the heart of Welltec as the company conti-
nues to address the challenges of tomorrow’s needs and make 
the unconventional into conventional.   
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achieving cement assurance for the life of a well  
becomes increasingly difficult as depths grow and 
well design and operations become ever more  
complex. the problem is escalated by mature fields 
with depleted zones and the desire and ability for  
extended reach wells.

to address this challenge, Welltec has joined forces 
with a number of operators to design, develop, and 
qualify a hydraulically expandable, all metal well  
annular barrier, which is assembled on the outside 

diameter (od) of a liner, while maintaining full-bore  
inner diameter (id). 

this presentation will review the design,  development, 
and qualification of the Welltec annular Barrier 
(WaB™) incl. material selection to achieve the required  
expansion, the unique outer seal design to deliver 
the pressure differential requirements, and intended  
applications to date. the WaB™ is qualified to iso14310 
V3 and manufactured in accordance with iso9001.   

a novel, annular barrier 
FoR IMPRoVeD zoNaL ISoLaTIoN 
aND CeMeNT aSSuRaNCe 

aBstRaCt

BiogRaphy
Lambert Dilling, Sales Director, europe, Welltec 

Lambert dilling joined Welltec in 2011 
as sales director for the Continental 
europe area, and brings 16 years of  
international oil and gas experience 
in different fields. starting as a field  
engineer for coiled tubing services in 
1995 in the netherlands, he has held 

various positions in the Coiled tubing department 
in offshore operations for different clients on deep  
Water and hpht operations (perforating, logging 
general fishing and completion tool jobs), as well as 
experience with deep Water and hpht. he holds a 
Bachelor in petroleum engineering, hogeschool van 
amsterdam (netherlands) 1995.  
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a novel, annular barrier 
FoR IMPRoVeD zoNaL ISoLaTIoN 
aND CeMeNT aSSuRaNCe 

PRogRaMMe
17:00 - 18:00 
Drinks

18:00 - 19:00 
presentation and spe news

19:00 - 21:00
Dinner

LoCaTIoN
admiral hotel
toldbodgade 24 – 28
1253 København

SPeaKeR
Lambert Dilling
sales Director, europe, Welltec

ToPIC
a novel, annular barrier for  
improved zonal isolation and  
cement assurance

DINNeR SPeaKeR 
henrik nicolaisen
senior Coordinator, Denmark,  
total e&p Denmark

ToPIC
shale gas exploration and production 
prospects on specific Danish licenses

eNTRaNCe Fee
none

RegISTRaTIoN
please indicate your attendance  
by thursday 11 april by signing up 
on the internet www.spe-cph.dk 

 
SPoNSoR

Lambert Dilling, Sales Director, europe, Welltec 
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aBstRaCt

Shale gas exploration and 
production prospects on 
specific Danish licenses 

BiogRaphy
Henrik Nicolaisen, 
Senior Coordinator, Denmark, Total e&P Denmark

henrik nicolaisen is senior Coordinator for total e&p 
in denmark. he has worked in the oil & gas industry 
for 14 years, 9 of which he has been with total. he is 
in charge of coordinating technical relations, public 
relations, and relations with authorities and stakeholders 
in general in relation to total’s two danish licenses for 
shale gas exploration and production. 

total exploration & production has two open-door licenses, L1-10 and  
L2-10, onshore in nordjylland and nordsjaelland, covering 2,972 km2 and 
2,289 km2 respectively. the two licenses were acquired by total in June 2010 
for a period of 6 years, following the purchase of devon energy netherlands BV 
in 2010. the danish state through the danish north sea fund (nordsøfonden) 
is partner in both licenses with 20% stake. the exploration objective for both 
licenses is shale gas. 

the presentation will comprise a general introduction to the different aspects 
of shale gas exploration and later possible production, as well as specific 
considerations regarding the actual work programs and beyond for each of the 
two licenses.   



September 11 MaIN SPeaKeR aFTeR DINNeR

ToPIC Putting The energy Industry In Perspective safety management – learnt the 
hard way

odd sevland

SPeaKeR phil rae - spe dL, (intuition energy associates Ltd)

LoCaTIoN shell mikado house

SPoNSoR sheLL

october 24 MaIN SPeaKeR aFTeR DINNeR

ToPIC DTu Research overview of the large projects 
at Cere – Center for energy 
resources engineering, dtU

alexander shapiro

SPeaKeR dtU ph.d Candidates: alsu Khusainova, 

esther rosenbrand and andrea Capolei

LoCaTIoN dtU, Building 101 B auditorium 1

SPoNSoR dtU

November 21 MaIN SPeaKeR aFTeR DINNeR

ToPIC Denmark’s first HPHT development: Hejre geosteering in thin injected 
sands by optimised operational 
setup and state-of-the-art LWd - 
nini east field 
 
thomas stærmose, dong e&p

SPeaKeR søren poulsen, dong e&p

LoCaTIoN dong

SPoNSoR dong

January 14 MaIN SPeaKeR aFTeR DINNeR

ToPIC Hydraulic Fracturing of Horizontal Wells – Realizing the 
Paradigm Shift that has been 30 Years in Development

oil gas denmark 
 
martin naesby (oil gas denmark)

SPeaKeR C. mark pearson - spe dL, (Liberty resources LLC)

LoCaTIoN moltkes palæ

SPoNSoR hess

February 5 MaIN SPeaKeR aFTeR DINNeR

ToPIC Farsund Formation Tight Reservoirs Johan sverdrup 
– a north sea giant 
 
alessandro mannini, maersk oil

SPeaKeR nijs nederveen, maersk oil

LoCaTIoN maersk

SPoNSoR maersk

March 7 MaIN SPeaKeR aFTeR DINNeR

ToPIC What do we have to do to a drilling fluid to maximise well 
productivity ?

Career management in Chevron 
– technical vs. leadership path

dino metovich, ChevronSPeaKeR stephen Vickers - spe dL, (Baker hughes)

LoCaTIoN Charlottehaven

SPoNSoR Chevron

apri l  16 MaIN SPeaKeR aFTeR DINNeR

ToPIC a novel, annular barrier for improved zonal isolation and 
cement assurance

shale gas exploration and 
production prospects on specific 
danish licenses

henrik nicolaisen,  
total e&p denmark

SPeaKeR Lambert dilling, Welltec

LoCaTIoN admiral hotel

SPoNSoR Welltec

May 14 MaIN SPeaKeR aFTeR DINNeR

ToPIC Source Rock Potential in Denmark annual general meeting

SPeaKeR henrik i. petersen, geUs (maersk oil from may 2013)

LoCaTIoN geUs

SPoNSoR geUs

June 14 MaIN SPeaKeR aFTeR DINNeR

ToPIC SPe Summerparty

SPeaKeR h

LoCaTIoN Langelinie pavillonen

SPoNSoR schlumberger
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the spe board is pleased to announce that this 
year’s student sponsorship has been awarded 
to tobias gram.

tobias is a student of geophysics at 
 Copenhagen University and of petroleum 
related courses at the dtU. he has been a 

student assistant  at the dmi, the niels Bohr  
institute, CoWi and maersk oil and is  currently 
writing a masters thesis on ‘elasticity of  
reservoir chalk with partial fluid saturation’. 
for the past 3 years tobias has been a board 
member of the geophysical student Union at 
the University of Copenhagen.

sPE student scholarship award
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Explore new, strategic 
and high-level projects

Join us as Senior Reservoir Engineer in our Danish subsurface 
department and explore your opportunities.

Maersk Oil: The natural upstream oil and gas partner; navigating 
complexity, unlocking potential.

LET’S PASS ENERGY ON  
TO THE NEXT GENERATION.
LET’S GO.
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www.shell.com
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*

Some might see a pesky garden pest. Others would analyse all available 
knowledge and reach the conclusion that this is a Chinese Silkworm.
In Noreco that’s precisely what we do - we analyse information, 
we interpret the results and we reach decisions 
based on our knowledge and understanding. 
In the North Sea, every day.

We see beyond what others may see

*

F A S E T T

Insight changes reality

We are committed to meeting the highest standards of corporate citizenship by protecting the health and safety of our 
employees, safeguarding the environment and making a positive impact on the communities in which we do business.

Hess Denmark ApS · Østergade 26 B · DK-1100 Copenhagen K · Phone +45 33 30 12 33 · www.hess.com

At Hess, we 
understand the 
importance of 
responsible  

Environment, 
Health and  

Safety  
management  
to our growth, 

profitability  
and long-term  

success.



this coming april, 
geUs has delivered 
geological knowledge 

to society for 125 years. 
oil and gas research has 

played an important role in 
the efforts to create security of 

energy supplies and to develop  
exploration for sources of energy in 

denmark and greenland. 

on 4 april, 125 years have gone since the 
birth of the first geological survey of the 
Kingdom of denmark, viz. the geological 
survey of denmark (dgU) established in 
1888. in 1995, it merged with its younger 
sister organisation the geological survey 
of greenland (ggU) to become the present 
geological survey of denmark and green-
land (geUs).

throughout these many years, geUs 
has contributed to ensuring clean  
drink ing water, sufficient energy and raw 
materials as well as a sound environ-
ment. the first oil-related studies of the  
danish underground began in 1929 
when, with german assistance the 

then director of dgU, Victor madsen, initiated magnetic 
measurements in southern Jutland. since then, things 
have moved fast on the energy side. thus dgU, ggU 
and now geUs has studied the oil and gas potential of 
denmark and greenland for many years. 

presently, geUs is running several oil- and gas-related  
projects. one of these, petsYs, was launched in 
2011 with the overall aim to present a synthesis of the  
Jurassic petroleum system, covering prospectivity and 
hydrocarbon plays in the Jurassic of the danish Central 
graben. the study is carried out through collaboration 
agreements between geUs and oil companies active 
in denmark. in greenland, the Bureau of minerals and 
petroleum in 2011 announced two new licensing rounds 
to take place in 2012 and 2013 for an offshore area in 
north-east greenland. since 2007, geUs has been sur-
veying the onshore area in order to update and expand 
the understanding of the oil-geological potential of the 
area; work which will help prepare the offshore area for 
the licensing rounds. 

input to regional geological compilations of interest to 
oil and gas exploration companies has been an impor-
tant activity. the year 2002 saw the publication of two 
large atlases with contributions from geUs. a petrole-
um geological heavyweight in a class by itself: the mil-
lennium atlas – petroleum geology of the Central and 

By henrik højmark thomsen, geUs

125 yEARS OLD, BUT 
stiLL aLive anD KiCKing

DGU director Victor Madsen (wearing a cap) is watching seismic  
measurements near Kolding in 1934
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northern north sea, and: the neogene stratigraphy of the 
gla-ciated european margin from Lofoten to porcupine. 
the following year, geUs published the comprehensive 
book: the Jurassic of denmark and greenland.  

at present, geUs is leading the nag-tec project: north-
east atlantic geoscience – tectonostratigraphic atlas  
together with several other geological surveys. the aim 
of the project is to produce a new tectonostratigraphic  
atlas of the north atlantic region from the Bight fracture 
to svalbard and the western Barents margin, including the 
continental margin areas of greenland, norway, the UK 
and ireland.  

in the years to come, geUs will continue its oil and gas 
research to deliver knowledge and data to enable autho-
rities to plan appropriately and establish a foundation to 
attract industrial investments for new exploration and  
enhanced recovery.

in mature oil regions like the Central graben in the north 
sea, geUs will work on models for how it will be possible 
to exploit efficiently an ever larger proportion of the known 
resources in existing fields, and contribute with easily  
accessible data and new knowledge about the possibili-
ties for new oil and gas discoveries in deeper layers of the 
subsoil.  

in frontier areas like Baffin Bay and north-east greenland, 
where only preliminary oil exploration without drilling has 
taken place so far, geUs will combine broad research  
efforts within sedimentology, stratigraphy and geochemi-
stry with geophysical interpretation.

“energy production of both con-
ventional oil and gas resources and 
renew-ables is vital for the danish so-
ciety. in the decades to come, there 
is a strong need for research, advice 
to authorities and industry, and re-
cruitment and training of dedicated 
personnel. geUs is looking forward to 
play a key role in this process,” says 
deputy director flemming getreuer 
Christiansen, from geUs.   

a field visit will be held to see the reservoir chalk  analogues at stevns Klint  
on tuesday 28th may, in a joint spe-geUs  endeavour. the program will 
take us past the outcrops on højerup beach (succession, tracefossil exer-
cise, discussion of petrophysical parameters), a visit to the iridium-mine 
(with the Kt boundary), Lunch & coffee at rødvig Kro, and finally a visit 
to the sigerslev chalk quarry (clean chalk, trace fossils, fracture systems).

“pick-up” will be at 09:00 in Copenhagen Centre and “departure” at 16:30 
return trip to Copenhagen, eta 18:00

Price: 1000 Dkk for SPe members / 300 Dkk for student members. 

the limit is 40 participants so sign up quickly! an e-mail with further  
details will be sent to all members. deadline for submit is friday 17th may.

125 yEARS OLD, BUT 
stiLL aLive anD KiCKing

GEUS lightweight drilling rig in North Greenland. Photo: J. Lautrup, GEUS
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Source Rock 
Potential in Denmark

Henrik Ingermann Petersen , geuS (Maersk oil from May 2013)

henrik ingermann petersen graduated in 1991 with a msc in geology from University of  
aarhus, and in 1995 he received a phd in organic petrology and geochemistry. he became 
dsc (dr. scient) in 2008 with a dissertation on the petroleum generation potential and oil 
window of coals related to coal composition and age. henrik was employed at geUs in 
1991, where he has worked as a senior researcher and headed the Laboratory for organic 
geochemistry and petrology. he recently changed job to a position as Lead petroleum 
geochemist at maersk oil. he works with petroleum geological topics with focus on source 
rocks and oils from various parts of the world. henrik has apart from numerous reports and 
presentations authored and co-authored more than 60 peer-reviewed articles.    

the presentation will provide an overview of source 
rocks through time and space in denmark, with  focus 
on the Upper Jurassic to lowermost Cretaceous 
 marine shales of the farsund formation in the danish 
Central graben. the distribution of petroleum gen-
eration potential and thermal maturity of these shales 
is quite complex. the source rock potential of the 
Upper Jurassic shales below the farsund  formation 

will also be included. furthermore, the petroleum  
potential of the middle Jurassic coaly deposits in 
the søgne Basin will be discussed. finally, some  
comments will be made on possible palaeozoic 
source rocks in the dCg and on the Lower Jurassic 
marine shales of the danish Basin.     

aBstRaCt

BiogRaphy
Microscope picture of source rock; Marine shale, Upper Jurassic, Danish North Sea
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PRogRaMMe
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   sPE 
SUmmer PartY    
       14 June 2013

It’s that time of year again, where we 
can begin to look forward to the 
SPE Summer Party.

Invitations will be sent out soon, but in 
the meantime, do reserve this date for 
an evening of wining and dining!

Join ourJoin our
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Optimizing reservOir drainage / WeLL COmpLetiOns

Welltec® annular barrier

The Flex-Well™ completion solution is designed 

to deliver cement assurance, zonal isolation and/

or cementless completion in all environments, 

and allow long-term flexibility for future work-

over, side track and eventual well abandonment.

At the heart of the Flex-Well™ is the Welltec® 

Annular Barrier, or WAB™; an expandable met-

al barrier that delivers reliable annular isolation 

and maximized Delta P capability across the en-

tire borehole over the full life of the well.

The WAB™ is qualified to ISO14310 V3 and  

manufactured in accordance with ISO9001.

The Flex-Well™ concept offers inherently safer 

wells, fast and efficient installation, reduces 

cost and CAPEX requirements, facilitates early 

production, increases ultimate recoverables and  

allows safe well abandonment by meeting P&A 

regulatory requirements.


